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Taking the beauty pills would slow aging; the life–prolonging pulls and nurturing pills would improve one’s immune system and

prolong lifespan; the styptic pills would work wonders for external injuries while the circulation pills would be effective on internal

injuries.

“Will these be enough?” Leon asked.

He had plenty more recipes in his mind, but as his power level was too low he could only produce some of the simpler pills and

was not capable of producing pills of a higher level just yet.

“These are pretty great, but not enough to capture the public’s eyes…” Benedict scowled.

He knew just how talented Leon was, and was certain that the pills he proposed would work a hundredfold better than other

supplements with great demand in the market. However, the pills that Leon proposed had a more prolonged effect and might not

be beneficial to bring attention to the company’s name.

An idea happened to Leon. “I’ve come across quite a few martial artists recently and I can make some Energy Nurturing Pill. This

works differently and might draw the attention of the martial artists…”

“What’s that?” The Shear siblings were confused.

“It can be used to nurture a martial artist’s true energy and speed up the process of leveling up their power… “Leon explained.

Not only could he make the Energy Nurturing Pill, but he was capable of making the Spirit Nurturing Pills as well, which could

also speed one’s training progress by nurturing one’s spiritual energy; the prior would be proven useful to martial artists and the

later would be more effective on sage art practitioner.

Since sage art practitioners went extinct, Leon felt that the Spirit Nurturing Pills would not be of use to anyone but himself.

“What?”

“It sounds like a miracle!”

Both Cynthia and Harvey were stunned, and even Benedict stood in excitement.

Martial artists could only raise their levels of power through hard work and because of that, many gave up before they

succeeded. With the Energy Nurturing Pill to assist with that process, no one could predict just how welcomed the product would

be amongst martial artists.

Since all the Shear members were martial artists, the Energy Nurturing Pill would be a treasure to them.

“That’s right. But the higher your level, the less effective the pill will be. If one reaches the peak of Supreme Master, the pill would

pretty much mean nothing at all,” Leon continued hesitantly.

He could only produce lower–rank Energy Nurturing Pill and once he leveled up, he would be able to improve the effectiveness

of the pills so that it would be effective for martial artists that reached the realm of a Supreme Master or above. However, it was

too early and meaningless to mention this at the moment.

“Haha… There aren’t many Supreme Masters in Springfield City, so this won’t affect anything. Don’t worry.” Overjoyed, Benedict

burst into laughter.

Many of the powerful families trained martial artists, with plenty of them being talented members of the families, and the one

thing that these families had in abundance was money. If Leon succeeded in producing the Energy Nurturing Pills, Cynthion

Group would make fortunes.

“Leon, what ingredients do you need and can it be produced in bulk?” Cynthia asked excitedly.

“It can,

but the Energy Nurturing Pill requires a lot of rare, expensive ingredients, including wild Panax or fleece flower roots that have

grown for over a hundred years. The older they are, the better… If you manage to find ones that have grown for over five

hundred years, I can produce even better pills that can help martial artists get past the bottleneck of their training!”
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